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Brand Guidlines Volume 001

Welcome to the We Do Growth Brand Guidelines document. 

This document provides a simple, yet robust set of brand guidelines 
that can be easily understood and communicated while leaving room for 
creative expression. It is designed to be used as a reference document. 
Any visual communication materials produced for the brand must be 
consistent with the standards contained in this document.

The following pages will guide you through some of the basic identity 
elements (such as logo, typeface & color) and will provide some general 
rules for applying these elements across a variety of media types.

While remaining an inital standardised brand identity there may be 
situations that require a customised solution. For advise on applying 
the brand identity outside of the guidelines, please contact VMV. 
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Logo use cases

SOLID HITMARKER OUTLINE HITMARKER
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Primary typeface written 
with Indvisble light.

LOGO ONLY FONT IS FLEURON
WE DO GROWTH

Headings and hero typeface 
written with Indvisble medium.

01 23 45 67 89
SUBSCRIPT, UTILTY HEADINGS, NUMBERS, DATA AND TECHNICAL 
LABELS TYPEFACE WRITTEN WITH SOURCE CODE MEDIUM.

Typography styles

BASE TYPOGRAPHY DECORATIVE TYPOGRAPHY

Indvisible light is highlighted with 
an off-kilter black bar, inspired by
a type cursor. 

01 23 45 67 89
SUBSCRIPT, UTILTY HEADINGS, NUMBERS, DATA AND TECHNICAL 
LABELS TYPEFACE WRITTEN WITH SOURCE CODE MEDIUM.
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Typefaces used

TYPEFACE FAMILIES
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Indvisible Medium

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890£$%&!?,.

Indvisible Light

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890£$%&!?,.

SOURCE CODE MEDIUM

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890£$%&!?,.

FLEURON

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890£$%&!?,.



Colour guide
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FFFFFF

F2F2F2

000000

How we use colour

The overall feel should always remain clean and white. The ice grey is a vehicle 
to add contrast and section off modules while keeping the identity fluid with 
enough negative space. The freshness of the brand represents infinite space 
for growth, unclouded headspace and allows more disciplined use of colours. 

F2F2F2
Ice greyBright and white.

A brand mascot; the ‘Nebula cloud’ births small glassmorphic clusters of 
gradients. Used modestly and functionally only, the use of gradients should be 
clipped through design elements like text and icons and sit in the background 
to extenuate Z space. The use of ‘Data Blue’ is a utility colour synonymous with 
systems and tech, and there for when a slot colour is needed as an accent. 

Gradeints & Data blue.

Predominantly WDG is a monochromatic brand. Using mainly neutral pallets 
[black, white, grey] to house the branding, images and large artistic datorms are 
another way to headline without associating colour in brand. Client portfolio 
imagery can work within the identity without clashing. 

Let the image do the talking.

Data blue

Nebula A

Nebula B

Nebula C
Pure white

Jet black

MONOCHROMATICS ACCENTS
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Colour use

Primary typeface written 
with Indvisble light.

SUBSCRIPT ACCENT EXAMPLE

accent

Client case study.
accent

Clarity in chaos



The Hitmaker explained; an ever-changing brand mark that can take on 
a few evolutionary forms. It’s final state being the X target mark has a 
few different meanings for the brand and can be used to identify data, 
work with the logo, decorate large assets and work as a pattern. 

Only used when logo or 
graphic is large enough 
to see the outline. 

Used primarly when logo is 
smaller and not the focus. 

Design language

Hitmarker
BRANDMARK

USES OF THE HITMARKER

OUTLINE VS SOLID [USED INTERCHANGBLY]
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Primary brandmark

Logo Grid Insignia Icons Plot point

Supporting brandmark

The final mark being an ‘X’ represents value algebraically, multiplication 
for growth, an unknown constant, precision, simplicity, collaboration as 
a partner and ultimately a hit marker; finding the answer.

Meaning for the brand.

The brand mark is used to keep presence and simplicity across multiple 
forms. It’s present in each build of the logo, all the way down to being used 
alone as an insignia. It can be used both solid and outlined depending on 
scale, and can be broken down to form brand relevant icons while working 
with it’s built counterparts for data visualisation. 

Way’s it can be used.
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Design language

DATAFORMS

Waves

Data isn’t
what it used
to be.

Clarity in chaos.
THE WHOLE SYSTEM

accent
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Design language

DATAFORMS

Mesh

Output 
based on 
value, not 
time. 

Clarity in chaos.
THE WHOLE SYSTEM
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accent

Design language

DATAFORMS

Dotted

It’s not magic, 
it’s data.

Data isn’t
what it used
to be.

Clarity in chaos.
THE WHOLE SYSTEM
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Design language

! SERVICE PILLARS

Pillars

Indvisible light is highlighted with 
an off-kilter black bar, inspired by
a type cursor. 

Strategy

Indvisible light is highlighted with 
an off-kilter black bar, inspired by
a type cursor. 

Long-term support
Indvisible light is highlighted with 
an off-kilter black bar, inspired by
a type cursor. 

Audit

Indvisible light is highlighted with 
an off-kilter black bar, inspired by
a type cursor. 

Handover

Indvisible light is highlighted with 
an off-kilter black bar, inspired by
a type cursor. 

Implementation
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accent

Design language

CLOUD GRADIENTS

Nebula
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Design language

Iconography
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Design language

SERVICE BASED GENERIC

Iconography

Metrics SEO Obstacles Reports

Coaching Targeting Performance System

Metrics SEO Obstacles Reports

Coaching Targeting Performance System



Tone of voice
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Our voice

The voice of the brand speaks when necessary. When key pieces of text are 
headlined, they should be insightful and add value for the reader. A large part 
of the tone should be generous, sharing important data stats and nuggets of 
information that will lead to solutions. 

Knowledgeable, confident & insightful.

Large bodies if text are welcome when they educate, share insights and 
have a clear take away. Typography can be embellished to further this. To 
easily communicate ‘what we do’ hero phrases attached to the brand will 
need to be functional, disruptive and insightful.
 

Functional uses of voice.

WDG adopt a founder’s voice with radical accountability by having skin 
in the game. Languge should be simple and relatable, instead of hiding 
behind complex ideas, transparency and esablishing painpoints and 
solutions should come first. 

Personable, empathtic and ‘No BS’ with heart.

Language that Gen-Z respond to.

HERO BRAND COPY

Clarity in chaos.

Pay as you grow.

Growth partners.

Data isn’t
what it used
to be.

It’s not magic, 
it’s data.

We have skin 
in the game.

Fascinated by growth, 
driven by simplicity.

Output 
based on 
value, not 
time. 



Example collateral
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Example collateral
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We adopt a founder mentality of radical 
accountability by having skin in the game. 
We ensure we're always front of the pack 
so our partners are early adopters of the 
latest innovations.



Example collateral
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Data isn’t
what it used
to be.

accent


